The "dative of agent" construction in the Indo-European languages is most likely inherited from Proto-Indo-European (Hettrich 1990) . Two recent proposals (Danesi 2013; Luraghi 2016) , however, claim that the construction contains no agent at all. Luraghi argues that it is a secondary development from an original beneficiary function, while Danesi maintains that the construction is indeed reconstructable. Following Danesi, we analyze the relevant data in six different Indo-European languages: Sanskrit, Avestan, Ancient Greek, Latin, Tocharian, and Lithuanian, revealing similarities at a morphosyntactic level, a semantic level, and to some extent at an etymological level. An analysis involving a modal reading of the predicate, with a dative subject and a nominative object, is better equipped to account for the particulars of the construction than the traditional agentive/passive analysis. The proposal is couched within Construction Grammar, where the basic unit of language is the construction, i. e. a form-function correspondence. As constructions are by definition units of comparanda, they can be successfully utilized in the reconstruction of a proto-construction for Proto-Indo-European.
Introduction
This article tackles two separate issues within the historical syntax of IndoEuropean: first, the so-called "dative of agent" construction that co-occurs with gerundive forms in many of the Indo-European subbranches, and second, the issue of the reconstruction of syntax.
The "dative of agent" is a function of the dative case that is most notably documented for non-finite forms such as gerundives, i. e. verbal adjectives that have also been described as "future passive participles" (on dative of agent, cf . Green 1913; Hettrich 1990; Hettrich 2014; George 2005; Luraghi 2016 ; for "future passive participle, '' cf. Smyth 1963: 81 for Greek; Macdonell 1916: 186 for Vedic Sanskrit, for example). Verbal adjectives are, as the name implies, adjectives derived from verbs. Gerundives agree with the nouns they are predicates of, and this noun typically corresponds to an argument of the root verb; hence, gerundives show behavior characteristic of both verbs and adjectives. To give a concrete example, in the Latin sentence in (1) below, the nominative noun is res 'affair' and the gerundive agreeing with it is agitanda 'which is to be moved'. A corresponding finite form of the verb agitare 'move' in the active diathesis would have res as its object in the accusative case, while the subject would be in the canonical nominative.
( Moreover, in constructions involving gerundives, a specific modal meaning expressing the speaker's stance is found, indicating necessity for the event to happen in the future, i. e. an event that should or ought to be carried out (cf. also Danesi, Johnson & Barðdal 2018) . Gerundives can occur with a single argument in the nominative as in (1) above, with a single argument in the dative as in (2a) below, or with multiple arguments, of which one may be the nominative and the other dative as in (2b) below. These last two will be referred to with the combined label of GER+(NOM+)DAT construction in the remainder of this article (for a discussion of different subtypes of the more schematic GER+(NOM)+(DAT) construction, see Section 4.1 below).
( While the relation between the different subtypes of the GER construction is certainly of linguistic interest, we focus on the constructions with a dative argument (2a-b) in this article. The GER constructions all express deontic modality, involving notions like duty, obligation, prohibition, and permission. Expressions of deontic modality typically evaluate the content of an utterance, based on the judgment of an individual or on some moral/social convention (cf., for instance, Palmer 2001). Such utterances differ from epistemic expressions, which instead evaluate a statement's truth validity. Both types of modal expressions, deontic and epistemic, share the same structure throughout the Indo-European language family (Hettrich 1990: 64ff) .
While the constructions described above have traditionally been analyzed as passive-like, and following this, the dative has been analyzed as a demoted agent, we argue that both the modality and the dative argument's semantic role is a property of the construction as a whole, a construction which we analyze as a subtype of the ordinary Oblique Subject Construction which is found more widely across the Indo-European language family (cf. Conti 2009; Luraghi 2010; Barðdal, Smitherman, et al. 2012 , Barðdal & Smitherman 2013 , Barðdal, Bjarnadóttir, et al. 2013 Dahl & Fedriani 2012; Matasović 2013; Danesi 2014; Fedriani 2014; Viti 2016 , inter alia).
-the Construction Grammar school (Barðdal & Eythórsson 2012a , 2012b Barðdal 2013 Barðdal , 2014 Barðdal & Smitherman 2013; Barðdal, Bjarnadóttir, et al. 2013; Danesi, Johnson & Barðdal 2018; Johnson et al. 2017) The problem for the first two strands of research above is that they are not necessarily well equipped for the enterprise of carrying out syntactic reconstruction; the Indo-European paradigm lacks a formal representational system to model its reconstructions, while the representational system of the generative paradigm is not built to adequately explicate the meaning part of the form-meaning correspondences underlying the use of the Comparative Method. We argue, in line with the nascent but ever-growing research interest in syntactic reconstruction in historical linguistics in general, that comparison among syntactic structures and subsequent reconstruction is possible and worth more attention (cf. Harris & Campbell 1995; Gildea 1998; Kikusawa 2002; Bowern 2008; Barðdal & Eythórsson 2012a , 2012b Barðdal 2014; Barðdal, Bjarnadóttir, et al. 2013; ). More specifically, we argue that on a Construction Grammar analysis, the GER+(NOM+)DAT structure must be regarded as a construction, i. e. a form-meaning pairing of its own, resulting in the dematerializing of the comparanda problem for syntactic reconstruction, as there is no meaningful difference between the syntax and lexicon modules in that framework. That is, since constructions are form-meaning correspondences in synchronic Construction Grammar, the leap to historical form-meaning correspondences is minimal. Construction Grammar, in addition, possesses a comprehensive representational formalism in which all aspects of the grammar can be explicated, in turn allowing for the precise modeling of the form-meaning correspondences needed to lay out the details of an unabridged reconstruction.
Moreover, the strength of our reconstruction is bolstered by the fact that the structures in (2) share important morphosyntactic and semantic properties; at the very least, such forms are not ordinary passives in each language and thus cannot be derived by extending the passive analysis. In other words, such structures are exceptional with regard to the morphosyntax (in the expression of modality) and the syntax (in the use of a non-canonical argument structure) of the language, as well as being semantically specific in their meaning. The modal meaning entailed by the verbal adjective further motivates the argument structure of this construction, i. e. the use of the dative case for the so-called "agent". In contrast, the alleged demotion of an agent of a passive does not provide a satisfactory account either of the argument structure of the GER construction or of this particular use of the dative case.
In this article we thus propose a construction of the type GER+(NOM+)DAT for Proto-Indo-European that expresses deontic modality of obligation/necessity through the combination of a verbal adjective and a dative argument. While Hettrich (1990) proposes that the "dative of agent" continues a Proto-Indo-European construction, we refine his analysis to accommodate the facts more accurately, which are consistent neither with a passive reading of the gerundive nor, following from the passive reading, with an independent-agent reading of the dative argument. However, unlike Luraghi (2016) , we take the function of the dative in the individual languages to be inherited from Proto-Indo-European, rather than involving parallel independent developments of the beneficiary function of the dative evolving into the obliged referent in modal contexts in as many as five branches of Indo-European.
In Section 2 we present the facts of the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction across Latin, Greek, Sanskrit, Avestan, Tocharian, and Lithuanian. We compare these facts with the traditional analysis in Section 3, showing that they are indeed incompatible with a traditional passive analysis, although we argue, like Hettrich but contra Luraghi, that such a construction can be reconstructed, albeit in a different manner. We also argue against two additional analyses suggested in the literature, namely the possessive and the benefactive analyses. In Section 4 we propose instead a novel reconstruction of the GER+(NOM+)DAT that aligns the construction with ordinary oblique subject constructions observed across the early Indo-European daughter languages. Our analysis is presented in Sign-Based Construction Grammar, employing the SBCG formalism. Finally, Section 5 contains a summary of the content and conclusions of this article.
Gerundives in six early/archaic Indo-European languages
In this section we investigate gerundives and their characteristics in Latin, Ancient Greek, Sanskrit, Avestan, Tocharian, and Lithuanian. These languages are chosen first and foremost because they all have a verbal adjective that combines with a dative argument, but fortuitously they also span the traditional east-west division within Indo-European dialectology, which in turn lends support to the reconstruction for Proto-Indo-European that we propose in Section 4 below. Furthermore, the first five languages are considered either "classical" or "ancient" Indo-European languages while the last, Lithuanian, is regarded as particularly conservative; the characterization of the languages as more ancient or conservative also serves as a point of departure for the proposed reconstruction in Section 4. Traditionally, gerundives are referred to as "future passive participles,'' cf. the early grammar handbooks, e.g. Smyth 1963 : 81 on Greek, where this form is labeled as the "future passive participle" and Macdonell 1916: 186 specifically on Vedic Sanskrit, where the terms "gerundive" and "future passive participle" are used interchangeably. The term "future passive participle" is still used in recent studies on the gerundive in classical languages, e.g. Jasanoff 2006: 195 . Also, the term "dative of agent" is used to describe a dative argument with passive forms in, for instance, Goodwin 1900: 252. Hence the traditional analysis of gerundives is indeed that of a passive, though Goodwin (1900: 252) notes that this dative, in Greek at least, is also used to indicate the "agent's interest in the result of the completed action.' ' We take issue with the passive analysis of the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction and show below that agents of passives are generally not marked with a dative case in the six languages discussed, but with other morphosyntactic means, such as with instrumentals or prepositional phrases; this in turn rules out a passive analysis. Thus we compare the use of the dative with the case marking of agents in passive constructions in the six languages discussed below.
In contrast, in each language discussed below, the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction expresses deontic modality, i. e. either obligation or necessity. The locus of modality is not attributable to any specific lexical item or category found in the construction, but rather must be attributed to the construction as a whole. That is, the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction is semantically non-compositional. We explore the nature of the non-compositionality of the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction in each of the languages under investigation in the following subsections (for a discussion of whether the modal meaning may be derived from the gerundive suffix, see Sections 3.1 and 4.1 below).
A note on terminology is in order here. As mentioned above, the dative argument is traditionally labeled "dative of agent" (cf. Green 1913; Hettrich 1990; George 2005; Luraghi 2016) . In what follows, we argue that this label is not accurate, as a) agents are not typically dative in the languages described and b) the argument itself does not even express an agent. In order to avoid any potential terminological confusion accompanying the use of terms for established thematic roles in describing the dative in the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction, we prefer to use the term "protagonist" to portray the main participant of the verbal event. Our terminological choice highlights the fact that this argument is the focus of the intended action around which the event is framed, and, what is more, such a term is not inherently linked to any semantic or syntactic role or morphological case.
Latin
A major morphological characteristic of the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction is that the main participant, or the protagonist, of the verbal event is expressed in the dative case (Kühner-Blass: 730; Menge 2000: 734) . The examples in (3) show the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction with the so-called "dative of agent,'' where the gerundive agrees with the (nominative) object of the verbal event and not with the dative: (3) The "dative of agent" also occurs in the construction without a nominative, as in (4), where the gerundive is in the default neuter form, the object is in the case required by the root verb when such a verb is transitive, and the protagonist of the event is in the dative: The dative argument is traditionally labeled "dative of agent" in Latin (see for example the classic school grammars Allen & Greenough 1903: 233-234 and Bennett 1914: 166ff ., the traditional grammar Leumann, Szantyr & Hofmann 1972: 96-97 , and the recent typological/descriptive discussions such as van Hoecke 2011: 15). However, as mentioned previously, this label is a misnomer -dative case is generally not used to express the agent in Latin. Rather, the agent of passives is regularly expressed by means of prepositional phrases, most commonly a or ab together with a noun phrase in the ablative case, as shown in (5) 'The supplication should not have been decreed by him who spoke before' (Cic. Phil. 14.11) Thus, the "dative of agent" and the agentive prepositional phrase with a/ab are not interchangeable, although they show some functional similarities. Basic passive sentences select for the ablative case following a preposition, while gerundives select for datives. The differences in distribution of case markers for such "agents" across the two constructions is given in Table 1 . Furthermore, the so-called "dative of agent" is restricted almost entirely to the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction. It is occasionally attested with perfect passive participles, but again, not for marking agentivity but to signal the non-agentive role of the protagonist (Gildersleeve & Lodge 1895) . This is especially true when used in an adjectival sense, as in (7) In example (7), the dative with the perfect passive participle amata 'loved' is semantically closer to an experiencer rather than an agent in that it denotes the person who feels love for the girl and to whom the girl is dear. In that sense, this is not an example of the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction expressing obligation or necessity.
Hence we argue that the dative that occurs in the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction has been improperly labeled as "dative of agent". This dative designates the main participant of the verbal act, the protagonist, who is affected by the obligation, necessity, or desire to perform the event denoted. It is neither a possessor, experiencer nor beneficiary.
To summarize the content of this section so far: -Latin gerundives have a modal meaning of obligation and/or necessity; -Latin has a specific device, i. e. the dative case, for marking the protagonist of events denoted by these gerundives; -The dative is not a general device for marking the agent in Latin.
To conclude, the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction is not interchangeable with a passive construction.
Instead, the dative in the Latin GER+(NOM+)DAT construction is semantically more similar to the subject-like dative of modal predicates, e.g. oportet 'it is necessary', licet 'it is permitted', necesse est 'it is necessary', opus est 'it is necessary', etc., where an a/ab phrase containing the demoted agent is also excluded. That is, the dative can only occur as a direct argument of the predicate in such examples in Latin, without being intermediated by a preposition. Compare the dative usage in the GER+(NOM+)DAT constructions above with that of the dative argument in (8) In example (8), the dative argument nobis 'us' is more subject-like from a semantic standpoint than the nominative argument exempla 'examples', in spite of the fact that exempla has the canonical subject case marking, nominative. That is, the participant who feels need, the protagonist, is in the dative case, and the object of the needing event is in the nominative case. The verbal predicate in (8) is compositional, namely opus sunt 'be in need', which may be an intransitive/oneplace predicate, occurring only with a nominative subject, or a transitive/two-place predicate, occurring with two arguments, i. e. a dative subject and a nominative object (for further discussion of such alternations, see Section 4.1 below). This is exactly parallel to the case marking of the arguments of the GER+NOM+DAT construction where the dative marks the obliged participant, the protagonist, and the nominative marks the object of the obligation. The similarity between these two constructions is striking and forms the basis of our analysis in Section 4 below.
Greek
The analogous Ancient Greek form corresponding to the Latin gerundive is the verbal adjective in -τέος. As in Latin, this form expresses necessity and the participant who is obliged to perform the event, the protagonist, is expressed with the dative case, exactly as in Latin. The examples in (9) below exemplify this use of the dative in the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction where the gerundive agrees with the nominative object of the verbal predicate and the protagonist is marked in the dative case. In fact, the accusative is never used to express an agent, and the "dative of agent" has a very limited distribution in Ancient Greek (see also Barðdal & Danesi 2014 ).
There are sporadic attestations found in Homer, as example (13) It has been argued that this anomalous use of the dative in the passive may have arisen with the perfect because the perfect is stative and not eventive. The perfect would then form an opposition with the present and the aorist which are eventive and dynamic and mark the agent in the nominative case (George 2005: 79ff . on the expression of the agent in Ancient Greek, see Luraghi 1986 Luraghi , 1995 Luraghi , 2000 Conti 1999, among others) . See also Daues (2006) on the mediopassive in Homeric Greek where passives are analyzed as being functionally "extreme middles.'' This entails that the reading of the mediopassive as either passive or middle is derived from the transitivity of the lexical verb. On such an analysis, the dative in (13-14) could be an extension of the dative in dat-nom constructions with middle verbs. However, irrespective of how this aberrant use of the dative for demoted agents arose, this is not a productive pattern in Ancient Greek. The differences in distribution of case markers for "agents" across the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction and the passive in Ancient Greek is given in Table 2 . To summarize, the behavior of the gerundive in Ancient Greek is very similar to the behavior of the gerundive in Latin. The combination with the dative and the lack of a clear voice opposition suggest that the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction should not be analyzed as a passive construction at all. Again, the dative argument in the GER+NOM+DAT construction is not an agent, as traditionally argued, but is instead similar to the subject-like dative found in constructions with modal predicates, e.g. μένει 'it remains' as in (15) The verb μένει means 'to be doomed to do something' when occurring with a dative and infinitive; ἀνάγκη ἐστί means 'it is necessary' or 'is obliged to do something' when occurring with a dative and an infinitive, and likewise χρή ἐστί means 'there is need' or 'has the need to do something' when it occurs with an accusative and an infinitive, and finally ἐπαμμένει means 'it awaits' or 'is destined to do something' when occurring with a dative and an infinitive. In ordinary finite uses without the dative, the verb μένει simply means to 'remain': (16 The modal meaning is therefore not an inherent part of the meaning of this lexical item, but is only found when this verb is used with a dative combined with an infinitive, which in turn shows that both the modal meaning and the dative come from the construction itself. It is well known that modal constructions often have dative subjects and this is certainly the case in Ancient Greek (cf. Danesi, Johnson & Barðdal 2018 ). In addition, Greek grammar handbooks (cf. Goodwin 1900; Smyth 1963) agree that the gerundive is interchangeable with the impersonal δεῖ 'there is need' together with an infinitive, as shown in example (17) Exactly as in the GER+DAT construction, the obliged participant is in the dative case and the predicate προσβαλεῖν δεήσει 'it will have to add' even has the same meaning as the gerundive in a corresponding GER+DAT construction.
The similarity between the Dative Modal Construction and the GER+DAT construction is confirmed by the fact that δεῖ 'there is need' together with an infinitive can also combine with a so-called "accusative of agent", shown in (18) below, analogous to the GER+DAT construction in (11) To summarize the content of this section: -Greek gerundives have a modal meaning of obligation and/or necessity; -Greek has a specific device, i. e. the dative case (and the accusative case, to a more limited degree), for marking the protagonist of the events denoted by these gerundives; -The dative is otherwise not a general device for expressing the agent in Greek.
To conclude, exactly as in Latin, the GER+DAT construction is not interchangeable with a passive construction in Ancient Greek.
Sanskrit
In Sanskrit, verbal adjectives analogous to the gerundives in Latin and Ancient Greek are attested since the Ṛgveda, which is the most ancient Vedic Sanskrit document, dating approximately to the first millennium BCE.
Sanskrit gerundives are derived with various suffixes. The earliest attested are the following (cf. Macdonell 1916: 186-187) : -The primary suffix -ya, attested in all periods of the language, e.g. dvéṣ-ya-'to be hated', śrú-t-ya-'to be heard', -kṛ-t-ya-'to be done'. -The secondary suffix -āý-ya, documented about a dozen times and restricted to the Ṛgveda, e.g. dakṣ-āýya-'to be conciliated', pan-āýya-'to be admired', vid-āýya-'to be found'. -The secondary suffix -én-ya, documented about a dozen times, e.g. īkṣ-énya 'worthy to be seen', dṛś-énya-'worthy to be seen', yudh-énya-'worthy of being fought with'.
-The suffix -tva; gerundives in -tva are documented about a dozen times and only in the Ṛgveda. They are probably derived from an infinitival noun in -tu by adding the suffix -a, e.g. kár-tva-'to be done', jé-tva-'to be won', vák-tva-'to be said'.
Additionally, there are two suffixes which are not documented in the Ṛgveda but appear only in later texts.
-The suffix -tavyà; gerundives in -tavyà begin to appear only in the Atharvaveda. They are probably derived with the suffix -ya-added to an infinitival noun in -tu, e.g. jan-i-tavyà-'to be born', hiṃs-i-tavyà-'to be injured'. -The suffix -anīya; gerundives in -anīya also begin to appear in the Atharvaveda.
They are derived with the suffix -īya added to a nominalized verb in -ana, e.g. ā-mantr-aṇīya-'worthy to be addressed' ā-mántr-aṇa 'the act of addressing someone'.
Although the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction is passive-like in the sense that it shows orientation towards the patient -the gerundive agrees with the patient, not the agent, of the event - Hock (1985 Hock ( /1986 ) argues that it is inexact to assume a passive value for the early Vedic gerundive, and we indeed concur with Hock.
In the Ṛgveda the gerundive is patient-oriented with transitive verbs, while with intransitive verbs gerundives show no passive syntax and are referred to as "active gerundives" by Hock (1985 Hock ( /1986 , who also observes that both constructions continue to be used until the time of Pāṇini, although the patient-orientation pattern had become more regular. Turning now to the "agent" of the event expressed by the gerundive, it may be realized in the dative, instrumental, or genitive. The dative with the gerundive is attested only in the Ṛgveda. This dative argument has been described as one of "agency" in the literature (Delbrück 1888: 396ff.; Grdr.: 558-559; Green 1913: 52ff.) . Classical examples of this usage are given in (19) ' He who is to be satisfied by the sacrificer in his house' (RV II 4, 3d) With respect to the distribution of the "agent" cases, Hettrich (2014) has recently shown that the instrumental is typically used in the realis mood, the dative is preferred in other moods, and the genitive occurs typically with participles without being particularly associated with deontic modality. It is well known from Indo-Aryan studies that the genitive invades the territory of the dative in both Sanskrit and Avestan (cf. Joseph 2012 Joseph , 2013 , and that the genitive takes over the functions of the dative in ditransitive constructions, as well as in oblique subject constructions. The possibility that the variation between the dative and genitive in GER constructions is a part of this general development cannot be ruled out.
Turning to passive clauses, the instrumental is the most frequently used case marker of the agent in passives in Sanskrit, although the genitive, and in a few cases the ablative, are also found (see Jamison 1979; Andersen 1986; Luraghi 1986; Hettrich 1990; Oberlies 2003; Lühr 2004 Other instances of the "dative of agent" can rather be interpreted as a benefactive dative, as in example (22), where the clitic pronoun me 'me', already ambiguous between dative and genitive, can be interpreted either as an experiencer/beneficiary, as in Geldner's translation, or as an agent (Havers 1911: 10 In sum, the canonical cases for the expression of agents of passives are the genitive and the instrumental, although some examples of ablatives are also found. The dative, however, is confined to gerundives, i. e. the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction, and this construction is documented only in the Ṛgveda. In later texts it is unattested. Indeed, the combination of the gerundive with the dative, along with the fact that the gerundive itself is neither active nor passive, suggests that the construction should not be analyzed as a passive construction. The differences in distribution of case markers for "agents" across the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction and the passive is given in Table 3 . Table 3 . The distribution of case markers for "agents" in the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction and the passive construction in Sanskrit.
Gerundives Passives
Gerundives share with passives the fact that they are patient-oriented, namely, they mark the patient of the event (or the goal in the case of motion verbs) with the nominative, but they differ from passives in that active gerundives are attested at least in the Ṛgveda. Furthermore, gerundives cannot be considered functionally identical to passives in that they possess a specific semantic value of necessity and obligation, which is absent from ordinary passives (Hock 1983 ).
To summarize the content of this section so far: -Sanskrit gerundives have a modal meaning of obligation and/or necessity; -Sanskrit has a specific device, i. e. the dative case (in addition to the genitive and instrumental), for marking the protagonist of the event denoted by these gerundives; -The dative is not a general device for expressing the agent in Sanskrit.
To conclude, exactly as in Latin and Ancient Greek, the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction is not interchangeable with a passive construction in Sanskrit.
Avestan
The Avestan situation is, perhaps unsurprisingly, quite similar to the one in Vedic Sanskrit. Avestan gerundives are primarily formed with the suffix -θa-(yuxθa-'to be harnessed'), -θβa-(staoθβa-'to be praised'), or -iia-(yesniia-'worthy of sacrifice') (Skjaervø 2003: 130-131) . These suffixes convey the following related meanings: a) the event expressed by the verb must be carried out, b) is allowed to occur, or c) is worthy of being carried out (Kanga 1891: 267) . Avestan gerundives are patientoriented but also neutral with respect to voice; they can be interpreted as active or passive depending on the context. The deontic modality reading, however, is unassailable in such examples (see below).
As in Latin, Greek, and Vedic Sanskrit, the protagonist of the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction is regularly expressed in the dative, as show in (24) The agent of passives, however, is consistently expressed with the instrumental in Avestan, as shown in (25) The use of the dative, however, appears to be restricted to the gerundive. There are sporadic and doubtful occurrences of the dative with the past passive participle in -ta-, as in example (27). However, the function of the dative is actually ambiguous here. It could be read as a "dative of agent" ('conceived by another man'), but it is more likely a dative of interest ('conceived to/for another man'). The combination of the gerundive with dative, together with the fact that the gerundive itself is neither active nor passive, suggests that the Avestan example in (27) should not be analyzed as a passive construction. Gerundives share with passives the fact that they are patient-oriented, but they differ from passives in that they are neutral with respect to voice and, in addition, possess a specific semantic value of necessity and obligation, which is not an inherent part of passives.
1 The Avestan form ϑβā is syncretic with the accusative. Jamison (1979: 138) , however, reports that Humbach translates this as a true instrumental agent, while Insler (1975) suggests "asked of you by us". We follow Humbach's and Jamison's analysis of ϑβā as instrumental, as it is unclear to us how a past participle could select for an accusative object or how such an accusative should be interpreted semantically.
The differences in the distribution of case markers for "agents" across the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction and the passive is given in Table 4 . Table 4 . The distribution of case markers for "agents" in the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction and the passive construction in Avestan.
Gerundives Passives

Avestan DAT INS GEN
This section has illustrated the use of gerundives in Avestan, showing that: -Avestan gerundives have a modal meaning of obligation and/or necessity; -Avestan has a specific device, i. e. the dative case, for marking the protagonist of the event denoted by these gerundives; -The dative is not a general device for expressing the agent in Avestan.
In sum, exactly as in Latin, Ancient Greek, and Sanskrit, the combination of the dative and the gerundive is not interchangeable with a passive construction.
Tocharian
In both Tocharian A and B, an l-suffix is used to derive gerundives, either from present stems (Gerundive I) or from subjunctive stems (Gerundive II). Gerundive I expresses necessity, while Gerundive II expresses possibility. Both can be employed attributively or predicatively. In the latter case, the copula in the present can be omitted (Bubenik 1997: 139) . Gerundive I corresponds in many respects to Latin and Greek gerundives, but Gerundive II is less comparable with the other IndoEuropean gerundives: it is a secondary derivation (from the subjunctive stem) and specifically grammaticalizes the meaning of potentiality.
For Gerundive I in Tocharian, the verbal argument that refers to the protagonist is assigned genitive case, as in the examples in (28) below. This is unsurprising given the fact that in Tocharian the genitive has taken over the functions of the dative (cf. TEB: 82; Adams 2011). (28) 'This has to be cooked, the fat (must) remain' (TEB: 184)
As for preterite participles, since they are unmarked for voice, an active interpretation has been proposed in those cases where the agent is expressed (Bubenik 1997: 136) , as in (31) 'I have firmly adopted this view' (Bubenik 1997: 136) or 'This view of mine is firmly adopted' or 'As for me, this view is firmly adopted'
The genitive therefore has a limited distribution in Tocharian constructions, while the cases commonly employed to mark the agent in passive constructions are the perlative and the instrumental. Tocharian B uses the perlative in all contexts since it lacks an instrumental case, while Tocharian A uses the perlative with animate agents and the instrumental with inanimate agents, as in (32) It is clear from this overview that Tocharian is quite similar to the other IndoEuropean languages examined. The only difference is that the "agent" of gerundives in Tocharian is not marked with the dative but with the genitive. However, since the dative and the genitive merged in Tocharian and the genitive form replaced the dative form, it appears reasonable to assume that the "genitive of agent" continues an earlier "dative of agent" construction. The differences in the distribution of case markers for "agents" across the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction and the passive are given in Table 5 . Table 5 . The distribution of case markers for "agents" in the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction and the passive construction in Tocharian.
Gerundives Passives
Tocharian GEN PER INS (only in Tocharian A)
In sum, Tocharian gerundives have a modal meaning of obligation and/or necessity and seem to be neutral with respect to voice (their interpretation depends on the context). Tocharian has a specific device, i. e. the genitive, for expressing the socalled "agent" of these gerundives. The genitive, as a means of expressing the agent in Tocharian, has a limited distribution, as the canonical marking of the agent in passive constructions involves the perlative and the instrumental. This section has illustrated the use of gerundives in Tocharian, showing that: -Tocharian gerundives have a modal meaning of obligation and/or necessity; -Tocharian has a specific device, i. e. the genitive case, for marking the protagonist of the event denoted by these gerundives; -The genitive is not a general device for expressing the agent in Tocharian; -The genitive has also taken over the functions of the dative, which disappeared in Tocharian.
Exactly as in Latin, Ancient Greek, Sanskrit, and Avestan, the combination of the genitive and the gerundive is not interchangeable with a passive construction in Tocharian.
Lithuanian
Lithuanian grammars list the "participle of necessity" among its past participles (Kurschat 1876: 286; Schleicher 1856: 100; Leskien 1919: 201; Senn 1966: 380; Ambrazas 1997: 328) . This participle is often compared to the Latin and Greek gerundive (e.g. Leskien 1919: 189; Senn 1966: 380) , and these turn out to be very similar indeed. The Lithuanian participle of necessity is a verbal adjective derived from the infinitival stem with the suffix -tinas. It occurs with both transitive and intransitive verbs, expresses necessity, and can be employed attributively or predicatively. The protagonist, the participant obliged to carry out the event denoted by the gerundive, is assigned dative case, cf. (33) In Lithuanian, as in the languages examined earlier, the case used for the "agent" of gerundives/participles of necessity is not the case that is normally used for expressing the agent of regular passives. The opposition between the active voice and the passive voice is expressed mainly by participles. Both periphrastic forms with active participles and simple finite verb forms signify active voice, while the passive voice is expressed by periphrastic passive forms containing the passive participles and the copula bū́ti 'be'. In passive constructions, the agent is usually marked in the genitive, as in example (34b). In the oldest texts agents are also found governed by prepositional phrases, for instance per̃together with an accusative and nuog (= nuõ) together with a genitive (Senn 1966: 376) Although the agent of passive constructions is usually marked in the genitive or is governed by prepositional phrases, the dative is also found, both in the modern language and in older texts, with present passive participles. It is remarkable, however, that this combination of the dative with a present passive participle is possible only when the participle expresses the meaning of possibility associated with a generalized event (Schmalstieg 1987: 24-25 (Senn 1966: 469) The differences in the distribution of case markers for "agents" across the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction and passives are given in Table 6 on p. ??tab6). It is clear from the discussion above that the distribution of the "dative of agent" in Lithuanian is restricted to only modal contexts, involving necessity or possibility. These facts suggest that the combination of the dative and the gerundive is not interchangeable with a passive construction. The dative does not express an agent but is similar to the dative subject of modal predicates like reikėti 'need', as in (38) below, where the protagonist is in the dative, while the object needed is in the genitive. (Schmalstieg 1987: 22) This section has illustrated the use of gerundives in Lithuanian, showing that: -Lithuanian gerundives have a modal meaning of obligation and/or necessity; -Lithuanian has a specific device, i. e. the dative case, for marking the protagonist of the event denoted by these gerundives; -The dative is not a general device for expressing the agent in Lithuanian.
In sum, exactly as in Latin, Ancient Greek, Sanskrit, Avestan, and Tocharian above, the combination of the dative and the gerundive is not interchangeable with a passive construction.
Against alternative accounts
In the following, we discuss three earlier analyses of the dative in the GER+(NOM+) DAT construction: a) the traditionalist (passive) account, b) the possessive account, and c) the benefactive account. We reject all three and suggest instead an account based on Danesi's (2013) analysis where the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction is regarded as a subtype of the ordinary Oblique Subject Construction found across the Indo-European languages, ancient, medieval, and modern.
The traditionalist (passive) account
On the traditional account of the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction, it is assumed that the modal reading accompanying the construction is obtained from a passive-like form combined with an overtly expressed demoted agent (Green 1913; Hettrich 1990; George 2005) . Even the traditional grammar definition of the gerundive as a "future passive participle" highlights the perceived passivity of the verbal adjective. The gerundive is in general regarded as passive in nature: it requires only one argument which is patient-or theme-like, exactly like with passives, while the protagonist may be left unexpressed (or not, as in GER+(NOM+)DAT).
It is implicit in the passive analysis of the GER construction that it must stand in a systematic relation to the corresponding construction without the dative (see 1 above). This is indeed reminiscent of passives and the non-compulsory occurrence of the demoted agent. However, consider the examples in (39-41) below: (39 The examples above are from Modern English, Modern Latvian, and Modern Icelandic and they show clearly that two-place argument structure constructions may systematically alternate with corresponding one-place argument structure constructions, where the object of the transitive corresponds with the subject of the intransitive variant, without the need for a passive analysis. Instead, it is well known from the study of argument structure that argument structure constructions may appear in a systematic relation to other argument structure constructions, depending on how the event is construed (cf. Croft 1998 Croft , 2012 Barðdal 2001 Barðdal , 2014 . In (40-41) a systematic alternation between DAT-NOM and NOM is presented from Latvian and Icelandic, respectively. The occurrence of the gerundive with or without the dative argument therefore does not necessarily call for a passive analysis with an optional demoted agent.
Furthermore, we have established the following facts for Latin, Ancient Greek, Sanskrit, Avestan, Tocharian, and Lithuanian: -Gerundives have a modal meaning of obligation and/or necessity; -Each language has a specific device, i. e. the dative or a functionally equivalent case, for marking the protagonist of the event denoted by these gerundives; -This specific device is not a general device for expressing the agent in passives in any of these six languages.
Given these facts, a passive analysis of the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction is far from satisfying for the following reasons. First, the "dative of agent" is in a different morphological case from the usual demoted agent of passives in all the languages investigated above. Second, it has been shown that when passives exhibit modal properties crosslinguistically, the relevant modality is usually potentiality (Narrog 2010) . As is made very clear above, however, the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction expresses necessity and obligation, but not potentiality.
In conclusion, the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction is structurally and semantically very different from a passive construction. In fact, the passive analysis of the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction appears quite simplistic and not properly rooted in the actual properties of the construction itself. The passive analysis should therefore be abandoned as such, and following this, the traditional description of the dative argument as being "dative of agent".
An attempt to rescue the passive account could perhaps be made through an analysis of the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction as a special type of passive. Under such an analysis the passive and the modal semantics might be taken to be derived directly from the gerundive suffix, since -ndus in Latin, for instance, clearly does not belong to the ordinary passive paradigm. There is, however, one major problem with such an account. Since the relevant gerundive suffixes are confined to the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction and are not found outside of it, this particular property, namely passive+modal reading, cannot be derived from any other aspect of the language as such and must therefore be assumed to be specific for this construction. In essence, this means that this special passive has to be stipulated and accounted for as such in the grammar of the relevant languages, which basically amounts to a non-compositional and constructional analysis of the type that we suggest in Section 4 below.
The possessive account
As an alternate hypothesis of the origin of the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction, Bauer (2000) observes that different verbal forms in constructions selecting for a dative argument, including gerundives but also participles in -to-, invariant participles, and infinitives, may be related to the Dative Possessive Construction. Consider example (42) Bauer (2000) points to the strong structural parallels between the two constructions and argues that they should both be considered "impersonal" constructions as expressions of transitive-independent syntax. She further claims that these constructions are residues of an earlier language stage at which transitivity was conveyed by nominal agreement. While we recognize the formal and functional similarities between the Dative Possessive Construction and the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction, we argue that one is not historically derived from the other. It is certainly true that possessives may be the source of some modal constructions (Narrog 2010 ), but such a scenario presupposes structural identity which is not found here, as there is a gerundive in the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction, but BE+NOUN in the possessive construction.
There are even further problems with the assumption that the GER+(NOM+)DAT has developed from the BE+NOUN construction, as Bauer herself recognizesnamely that structural similarity does not imply identity of functions. The two datives share the same form but not the same meaning: in one case the dative is the possessor, in the other the dative is the potential agent, or in our terminology, the protagonist. Therefore, any claims about the Dative Possessive Construction being the source of the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction requires more evidence and elaboration in order to be convincing.
The benefactive account
Another recent analysis is suggested by Luraghi (2016) , who argues, following Hettrich (1990) , that the "agentive" use of the dative developed from beneficiary datives but, contra Hettrich, that this development has taken place independently in the different daughter languages. This last claim is based on three facts: a) that Sanskrit shows variation between dative, instrumental, and genitive; b) that the interpretation of the dative in the GER+(NOM)+DAT construction is context-dependent (cf. Hettrich 1990), suggesting a low degree of conventionalization according to Luraghi (2016: 20-21) ; and c) that there are no examples of the GER+(NOM)+DAT construction with -tva in the Ṛgveda. We now discuss each in turn:
Starting with the first itemized point above, namely the variation between the dative, instrumental, and genitive in Sanskrit, we have already reported in Section 2.3 above on Hettrich's findings (also cited by Luraghi 2016) that the instrumental seems to be typically used to denote events in the realis, the dative with other moods, and the genitive with participles. Hence the distribution of the dative, instrumental, and the genitive with gerundives in Sanskrit is clearly functionally and structurally motivated, undermining Luraghi's claim that the GER+(NOM)+DAT structure is not a construction of its own in Sanskrit.
Turning to the second itemized point above, namely the alleged lack of conventionality of the "dative of agent" construction in Sanskrit, this claim is based on the fact that context is needed to disambiguate between different readings of the dative with gerundives. In some instances, the dative is a beneficiary, while in other cases, it is the referent taking on the obligation expressed by the event, our protagonist. There is, however, a major problem with the claim that the need for context for disambiguation signals lack of conventionalization. The reason for this is simple, namely that functional ambiguity does not equate with low degree of conventionalization; it only speaks for a one-to-many mappings of a morphosyntactic form. Such one-to-many mappings may be around in languages for centuries, which in turn shows that one-to-many mappings do not necessarily signal that a development must be recent.
It is well known from lexicology and lexical semantics, for instance, that context is needed to disambiguate word senses that are otherwise ambiguous (Kilgariff 1997; Swaab, Brown & Hagoort 2003; Lindén 2005) ; this is irrespective of whether the different senses have arisen recently or whether they have existed for a long time. In Modern English the past participle with a present tense 'be', as in The fish is fried, is ambiguous between a resultative and a passive reading, again demanding context to decide between the two. The periphrastic passive can be traced at least to Proto-Germanic, including the ambiguity resulting from the use of the present tense of 'be'. This ambiguity must thus have existed since the periphrastic passive arose during prehistoric times.
In Modern Swedish, moreover, the verbal suffix -s is ambiguous between a passive and a middle reading, requiring context to disambiguate between the two (Barðdal & Molnár 2003) . This verbal suffix originally developed from the reflexive pronoun sik 'self', first to a clitic and then later to a suffix (Ottósson 1992) . This development was completed around 1200 in Old Swedish and it is generally assumed that the middle meaning is derived from its reflexive/reciprocal meaning. The first unambigous examples of the s-form with a passive reading are found in Old Swedish law texts (Wessén 1965: 167ff.) , for instance Östgötalagen which date to 1290. This, in turn, means that the two readings, the middle and the passive, have existed side by side for more than seven centuries in the history of Swedish.
In none of these instances can it be argued that these constructions are nonconventionalized and the same is true for word senses. Hence these examples show that one morphosyntactic form can be mapped onto many functions and such mappings may exist not only for centuries (-s in Swedish) but also millennia (periphrastic passive in Germanic). Therefore, the claim that the GER+(NOM)+DAT construction is non-conventionalized due to the need for context for disambiguation in Sanskrit is without any merit whatsoever.
The relevance of the third itemized point above, i. e. the fact that there are no examples of the GER+(NOM)+DAT construction with -tva in the Ṛgveda, is unclear given that Sanskrit -ya-, cognate with Avestan -iia-, is found in the Ṛgveda, i. e. the earliest stages of Indic, with a dative. Thus the same or a cognate form is found in the Ṛgveda, as well as in two daughter languages of the Indo-Iranian branch, namely Classical Sanskrit and Avestan. This distribution clearly speaks for inheritance. Taken together, Luraghi's assumption that the "dative of agent" construction is an independent development in the daughter languages appears ill-founded.
It is furthermore assumed in Luraghi's (2016: 26) analysis that the dative itself exists as an independent category in the early and ancient Indo-European languages, irrespective of the constructions it occurs in. This view can be traced back at least to the structuralists, cf. Hjelmslev 1935 and Jakobson 1936 , where for instance the dative is studied across different contexts and an abstract meaning is assigned to it on the basis of its meaning in different constructions.
The problem with this traditionalist and structuralist approach is that different uses of the dative are lumped together, including the uses of the dative in different and even unrelated constructions (for a general criticism of such a lumping approach, see Croft 2001: 65-75 , and particularly with regard to case marking and semantic roles, see Barðdal 2003; Barðdal, Bjarnadóttir, et al. 2013) . In order to illustrate this, consider the examples in (43) below, all instantiating dative personal pronouns in different Indo-European case languages:
In isolation, these dative forms have no meaning. They are only imbued with meaning through syntactic context, as can be seen by the fact that the same form can instantiate multiple functions, e.g. experience, recipiency, possession, benefaction, malefaction, absolutive (for Gothic), etc. While certain functions of the dative could be viewed as primary, this is not because these represent any default meaning of the dative, but rather because that syntactic context of the dative is more salient or more frequent in a language. Hence we believe that the meaning of datives comes directly from the constructions they instantiate, and that this meaning does not exist independently of the constructions. This implies that the alleged benefactive meaning of the dative comes from the ditransitive construction where the indirect object is in the dative case with verbs like 'give', 'bring', 'send', 'say', etc. In the same vein, the alleged experiencer meaning of the dative comes directly from dative subject verbs which often express emotion, such as 'like', 'feel good/bad', 'be bored', among others. Thus in our view there cannot be any independent "benefactive" or "experiencer" meaning of the dative in the languages under investigation from which the dative in the GER construction has developed. Luraghi (2016: 134) further lays out how the connection between the beneficiary dative and the dative of the protagonist in modal constructions may have arisen, namely through a metaphorical extension where a) beneficiaries have been associated with recipients (most likely through metonymy, we infer), and b) obligations are perceived of as transferred objects. Luraghi argues that this last assumption is rooted in a metaphor OBLIGATIONS ARE OBJECTS TRANSFERRED. An immediate problem is that the term beneficiary implies that the relevant participant receives something good, i. e. benefits from the transfer, which is far from always the case with an obligation.
Moreover, it is unclear what the role of this alleged metaphor is, especially given that it does not seem to be a conceptual metaphor in the sense of Lakoff & Johnson (1980) , nor does it seem to be attested outside of this particular linguistic domain. That is, no independent motivation seems to exist for the stipulation of this metaphor; rather, this alleged metaphor is assumed to exist on the basis of the very data it is intended to explain, and as such this argumentation is circular. A simpler solution, we believe, takes the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction to be a subtype of the ordinary Oblique Subject Construction, found more widely across Indo-European languages. We lay out the arguments for this position in Section 4 below.
Finally, Luraghi's analysis assumes that the gerundive construction was an independent parallel development in each language. That is, the same metaphorical extension was instantiated in five subbranches and six different daughter languages of Indo-European. Such a claim is not impossible, but given the structural, semantic, and, in some cases, etymological similarities between the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction in the languages detailed above, we find this claim to be inherently less simple than one that assumes a common Indo-European origin. While we do not propose to reconstruct the "dative of agent" as Hettrich (1990) suggested, we find the fact that all GER+(NOM+)DAT constructions have the same modal meaning, the same type of verbal adjective, and the same case (dative or a functionally equivalent one) to designate the protagonist requires-even demands-a Proto-Indo-European source.
To conclude, the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction is indeed quite puzzling; the combination of a gerundive being used finitely with a dative argument is not a typical kind of finite clause. Second, there is a clear modal meaning associated with the construction, which cannot be attributed to any modal element in the clause, neither a modal verb nor a modal particle. As we have suggested elsewhere (Barðdal & Danesi 2014) , this modal meaning must be directly attributed to the gerundive construction itself. In the following section, we provide our analysis and reconstruction of the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction for Proto-Indo-European.
Reconstruction
Below we analyze the GER+(NOM+)DAT structure as a construction in the sense of Construction Grammar, i. e. as a form-meaning correspondence (Fillmore, Kay & O'Connor 1988; Jackendoff 1997; Kay & Fillmore 1999; Goldberg 1995 Goldberg , 2006 Croft 2001, inter alia) . This construction, we believe, is of Indo-European origin, belonging to the broader category of Oblique Subject Constructions in Indo-European, and as such is reconstructable for the proto-language.
On a constructional approach to language, constructions are form-meaning pairings larger than words and as such they constitute the basic building blocks of language. In contrast to other current syntactic frameworks, Construction Grammar does not assume a strict separation between the syntax and the lexicon. Constructions differ from each other with regard to their complexity and schematicity, varying on a scale from simple to complex and substantive to schematic (Croft 2001; Croft & Cruse 2004; Barðdal 2001 Barðdal , 2008 Barðdal , 2013 . To give an example, the word dog is morphologically simple and substantive while the ditransitive construction is complex and schematic in the sense that it can be filled with all verbs that satisfy the conditions of the construction (see Goldberg 1995; Croft 2003; Barðdal 2007; Barðdal, Kristoffersen & Sveen 2011 for an analysis of the ditransitive construction in different languages).
Since Construction Grammar takes constructions to be the basic units of language and since constructions can also be complex syntactic structures, Construction Grammar is the ideal framework for reconstructing syntax (cf. Barðdal & Eythórsson 2012a , 2012b Barðdal 2013 Barðdal , 2014 Barðdal, Bjarnadóttir, et al. 2013 ). Construction Grammar is particularly useful as the comparanda in the Indo-European languages under scrutiny are not simple lexical items but rather compositional and schematic expressions.
Form and meaning: An Indo-European construction
The presence of the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction in five different branches of Indo-European and across widely divergent geographic areas, spanning the east-west divide, clearly suggests that this combination continues a construction of common Indo-European origin (Hettrich 1990: 64ff.; Danesi 2013) . The combination of a dative and a gerundive also shows many similarities at different linguistic levels across the languages examined which are too great to be attributed to a simple coincidence but must instead be assumed to derive from a common origin. We now discuss each of these similarities in turn.
At the morphological level, in all the languages taken into account except for Tocharian, the gerundive is derived via a suffix added to a verbal root or stem. At the syntactic level, in all the languages under investigation, this gerundive selects for two arguments, a nominative and a dative, both of which are optional, even though our focus above has been on the variant with the dative. At the semantic level, in all the languages examined, the gerundive construction expresses the same modal meaning of obligation or necessity. At an etymological level, Sanskrit and Avestan share the same suffixes: Sanskrit -ya-, -tva-and Avestan -iia-, -θβa-are clearly etymologically related. An etymological connection between Sanskrit -tva-, -tavya-and Greek -τεο-< *-τεϝo-(Grdr.²: 424) is also possible.
Before we continue to our reconstruction, let us address the issue of whether the modal meaning can be taken to be derived from the suffix itself or whether it must be assumed to be an inherent part of the construction as a whole. Now, notice that the gerundive can also be used attributively, although such examples are rare in the texts. As far as we are aware, there is no modal meaning found in the attributive use of the gerundive, which in turn shows that the modal meaning is not predictable from any aspect of the language outside this construction. This shows that the suffix is an inherent part of the deontic construction as is evident from our reconstruction below (Figure 1 ) and hence that the modal meaning must be derived from the construction as a whole and cannot be derived from the meaning of the parts.
We suggest the correspondence set given in Table 7 below, which shows four case markers for the protagonist, the dative, the accusative, the genitive, and the instrumental, on the basis of the data presented in Section 2 above. The accusative is only found in Ancient Greek, the instrumental is confined to Sanskrit, the genitive is found in the two Indo-European branches where the dative and the genitive have merged functionally, namely Tocharian and Indo-Aryan, while the dative is found in five branches, i. e. all branches except for Tocharian. The GER+(NOM+)DAT construction in Vedic Sanskrit shows variation between the dative, the genitive, and the instrumental, while only the genitive and the instrumental are attested in Classical Sanskrit, suggesting an ongoing change with the original dative being lost and its functions taken over by the genitive. 
Since the patterns with accusative and instrumental are each confined to only one Indo-European subbranch, Greek and Indic, respectively, and since the genitive is a secondary development in both Tocharian and Indic, continuing an earlier Indo-European dative, none of these qualify as candidates for reconstruction. In contrast, the construction with the dative can be reconstructed on the basis of occurrences in five Indo-European subbranches, six with Tocharian included, given that the Tocharian genitive has taken over the functions of the IE dative. Thus, our reconstruction of the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction for Proto-IndoEuropean is based on the following criteria: -the function of the verbal adjective as gerundive in all six branches; -the unexpected predicative use of the gerundive across all six branches; -the gerundive's unexpected subcategorization for a dative argument (or for a case that continues the Indo-European dative) across all six branches; -the already established internal etymologies of dative endings and dative pronouns in the Indo-European languages; -the almost identical semantics of the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction as conveying obligation or necessity across all six branches; -the partial etymological relations found across Sanskrit, Avestan, and (potentially) Greek.
The last point involving the partial etymological relations only adds support to the reconstruction; strictly speaking, they are not necessary for proposing an Indo-
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European reconstruction. The reason is that morphological material, exactly like lexical material, can be replaced over time, while the more schematic category itself stays the same. Indeed, the lack of cognate derivational suffixes may suggest that this construction should even be reconstructed for a much deeper time span than just late Proto-Indo-European. In order to expand on the details of our reconstruction, we employ the formalism of Sign-Based Construction Grammar (Sag 2012; Michaelis 2009 Michaelis , 2013 , which is particularly apt for modeling the grammar of synchronic languages as it fleshes out all the relevant details of a given construction, including information about form and meaning. This formalism involves three levels for argument structure constructions, a FORM field, a SYN field, and a SEM field. The FORM field describes the morphosyntactic properties of the construction, the SYN field specifies case marking and argument structure, while the SEM field expresses the relevant semantic properties.
Our reconstruction of the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction for Proto-IndoEuropean is given in Figure 1 . Since this reconstruction involves a schematic construction and not a lexical construction, there is no phonological material in the FORM field, but only the specification of the type of morphological category the predicate consists of, in this case the gerundive together with the verb 'be' (which can be omitted in certain contexts in the later stages of some of the daughter languages). While the gerundive suffix is not the same across all six languages, the gerundive is formally one and the same in each language in that it is a verbal adjective that can occur in a predicative position and conveys a modal meaning.
The SYN field specifies the two arguments, one being in the dative and the other in the nominative. The SEM field renders the semantics of the construction through semantic frames, in this case the obligation_frame (see the relevant entry in FrameNet), where the protagonist is labeled the "Responsible Party" and the nominative is labeled "Duty". 2 The two participant roles are each indexed with an i or j, which, in turn, links the participant roles with the dative and the nominative argument from the SYN field. This is how case marking and participant roles are mapped to each other in this type of representational formalism.
A formalization of the reconstruction in Figure 1 above not only licenses all instantiations of the construction in the daughter languages, thus emphasizing the cognacy of the construction across the daughters; what is more, it also models the aspects of the grammar of Proto-Indo-European that are relevant for the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction. Our goal is to present a full reconstruction of the construction, in which all relevant details are included. Only through such an elaborate formalism is a complete reconstruction achieved.
The reconstruction in Figure 1 above fleshes out the details of the GER+(NOM+) DAT construction for Proto-Indo-European, which is only one constructional variant of the more schematic GER+(NOM)+(DAT) construction. The more schematic construction has three variants, the one with the dative, the one with the nominative and the one with both the dative and the nominative present. The deontic reading is found with all three constructional variants, as they are all tied to the presence of the gerundive in combination with expressed or unexpressed participants in the obligation frame. Whether the protagonist, the object needed, or both are expressed boils down to the choices of the speaker and the pragmatic context.
Modality, transitivity, and non-canonical case marking
We take the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction to be part and parcel of a larger set of oblique subject constructions found throughout the Indo-European languages (cf. the overview in Barðdal, Smitherman, et al. 2012) . What characterizes this construction is a general reduction in transitivity (cf. Barðdal & Eythórsson 2009; Danesi 2014 ). In the same vein, modal meaning is usually associated with a reduction of transitivity, which in turn involves a number of components which all relate to the effectiveness with which an event takes place.
In clauses with gerundives, there is an event which is expected to take place (even necessitated by the circumstances surrounding the event), but has not happened yet. As Hopper & Thompson 1980 : 252 observe, an event which has not taken place is "less effective" than one which is presented as a real event. Effectiveness is implicitly defined (pp. 251-253) as the transfer of an action from an agent to a patient; the more affected the patient is by the action, the more effective and also transitive the clause is-and vice versa. Hence a construction with a modal meaning is less effective and less transitive, as the event has not taken place.
Turning to the "dative of agent,'' this "agent" is no real agent at all, as shown for each of the languages discussed in Section 2 above, but rather a participant of the event who is conceptualized as having no control or volition, as this participant is under obligation to perform a specific duty. In this respect, the protagonist is similar to a patient in being affected by his/her obligation, which is externally imposed. It is generally well known in the literature that non-canonical case marking is connected to a low degree of transitivity, cf. Shibatani 1985; Tsunoda 1985; Onishi 2001; Barðdal 2004; Barðdal & Eythórsson 2009; Narrog 2010, and Danesi 2014. More particularly, as pointed out by Langacker (1991: 409-413 ) and emphasized by Smith (2001) and Barðdal 2004 , since accusatives and datives are typically used to mark objects of transitive verbs, these case-markers denote affectedness to a much higher degree than nominatives. Hence the use of an oblique case to mark the protagonist of the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction is motivated by the modal meaning of the construction, the lack of agentive properties of the protagonist, and the construction's low degree of transitivity.
From a typological perspective, moreover, non-canonically case-marked subjects, especially in dative subject constructions, may be associated with a modal meaning. In such constructions, the subject-like argument, the protagonist, is marked in the dative case rather than in the nominative (Onishi 2001; Narrog 2010; Danesi, Johnson & Barðdal 2018) . However, from a typological perspective it is more common to assume that dative subject constructions are experiencer constructions and not modal constructions. Another incongruity between the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction in the Indo-European languages and this "typologically attested dative-subject construction" is the fact that an inherently non-finite structure, in this case the gerundive, is used finitely across five different subbranches of IndoEuropean. This is not a general property of constructions exhibiting dative subjects cross-linguistically. Hence there is no doubt that this is an idiosyncrasy, specific to the Indo-European languages, and must as such be inherited from an earlier proto-stage. For further arguments illustrating the incompatibility between the "typological dative" and the dative in the Indo-European languages, see Barðdal, Smitherman, et al. 2012 .
The dative subject construction in several Indo-European languages has recently been the subject of a large-scale comparison carried out by Barðdal (2004 Barðdal ( , 2006 Barðdal ( , 2008 and Barðdal et al. (2012 Barðdal et al. ( , 2016 . One of their major findings is that the predicates instantiating this construction are not confined to experiencer subjects, as is often assumed for the "typological dative", but covers instead five different conceptual domains. These are the conceptual domains of experience and happenstance events in addition to modality, evidentiality, and possession. The two major domains of experience and happenstance events can each be further divided into smaller subdomains, as schematized in Figure 2 below. Note that the benefactive uses of the dative are typically found with verbs expressing gain and perhaps success, in addition to ditransitives which fall outside the scope of dative subject constructions. (Barðdal, Smitherman, et al. 2012: 529) Furthermore, there is no doubt that the dative of the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction is semantically similar to the dative expressing the subject of modal predicates in similar oblique subject constructions across different Indo-European languages. Some examples are given in (44) below from three of the languages discussed above, namely Latin, Ancient Greek, and Lithuanian. (44) 'I need a room' (Schmalstieg 1987: 220) These examples show strong structural parallels with the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction: each of these examples is patient-oriented in the sense that the patient is marked in the nominative case and the subject-like protagonist in the dative case. We argue that the existence of the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction in the IndoEuropean languages is licensed by the existence of a more general dative subject construction; in this sense, the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction is a subtype of a larger family of constructions with non-canonical case marking. With this family of constructions it shares the form and one of its meanings, namely the modal meaning. The GER+(NOM+)DAT construction, moreover, is mostly schematic; part of the verb phrase is lexically filled with the verb 'be', but the gerundive suffix can in principle combine with any lexical verb fitting the construction.
Summary and Conclusions
In the present article we have analyzed the syntactic and semantic properties of gerundives that select for dative arguments, the socalled "dative of agent", comparing their behavior across the Indo-European languages where they are documented, namely Latin, Greek, Sanskrit, Avestan, Tocharian, and Lithuanianlanguages that represent five separate subbranches of Indo-European and span the east-west divide. On the basis of this comparison we have reconstructed for ProtoIndo-European a schematic construction with a gerundive predicate (consisting of an optional form of the verb 'be' and the derived gerundive itself) and a dative argument. This construction conveys a modal meaning of obligation and/or necessity in all six languages, and this is the meaning that we suggest in our proposed reconstruction.
Furthermore, the protagonist is expressed in the dative (with the exception of Tocharian and Indo-Aryan where the genitive has taken over the functions of the dative), and the construction is patient-oriented in the sense that the referent with the semantic role of patient is expressed in the nominative, the usual "unmarked" case. Since this patient is assigned nominative case, the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction resembles passive structures and has frequently been analyzed as such. However, the GER+DAT construction does not have the same form or the same meaning as the passive in any of the languages examined. Crucially, in all of the languages, the agent of "true" passive structures is not expressed with a dative but with other cases or prepositional phrases. In addition, the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction is not functionally equivalent to passives since it has a specific meaning of obligation, which is not a general property of passives.
Since the dative is frequently used in Indo-European languages to express a possessor, we have also examined the hypothesis proposed in the literature that the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction should be regarded as a possessive construction, and we have shown that this interpretation is too simplistic. Even though the two constructions exhibit some structural parallels, one is clearly not derived from the other; instead the two are better interpreted as two subtypes of a larger family of constructions where the subject-like argument is marked in the dative case.
We have also argued against a recent analysis in the literature which assumes that the "dative of agent" is not reconstructable for Proto-Indo-European, but is instead an independent development in the daughter languages based on the beneficiary meaning of the dative, allegedly inherited from Proto-Indo-European. We have provided several arguments against such an analysis, including pointing out that any beneficiary meaning of the dative does not exist independently of the constructions that the dative occurs in. This means that the beneficiary meaning of the dative derives from ditransitives and a small subset of dative subject constructions expressing gain. In this sense, there cannot be any abstract independent beneficiary dative in the early Indo-European languages, and, consequently, there can be no development from any such alleged abstract beneficiary dative to the "dative of agent" construction.
Instead of a) the traditionalist analysis, b) the possessive analysis, and c) the benefactive analysis, we have argued above that the non-canonical case marking of the subject of the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction is directly associated with the lower transitivity of modal constructions, as is the case with other oblique subject constructions in the early Indo-European languages. Thus, the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction is best analyzed as a subtype of the more general oblique subject construction in Indo-European which has been reconstructed exhibiting five major conceptual domains, namely those of experience, happenstance, possession, modality, and evidentiality.
To conclude, the work presented in this article offers an important exercise in syntactic reconstruction. The similarities between the GER+(NOM+)DAT construction across the six Indo-European languages discussed above are too great to be a matter of chance, but rather represent a continuation of an Indo-European construction. This construction is itself, given the similarities to other constructions with non-nominative subjects, a subtype of the oblique subject construction that is found even more widely across Indo-European and for which reconstructions have already been proposed in the recent literature.
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